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Community Communication Section

Community radios, international freedom of expression standards and the new Brazilian general regulatory framework for communication - Carrera Malerba, Joao Paolo

Tracks of a changing world: an approach to online discussions over environmental issues in Uruguay - Gómez, María Victoria

Internet as a catalyzer for civic and political involvement: Evidence from US and Europe - Oana, Ioana-Elena & Morlet Corti, Yazmin

Deaf-Hearing Poetic Ecology: Integration and Skills Development for Social Cohesion - Peppas, Mikhail & Ebrahim, Sanabelle

Light among shadows: News quality as a method to overcome the crisis in journalism - Ramírez de la Piscina, Txema & González Gorosarri, María & Aiestarán, Alazne & Zabalondo, Beatriz & Agirre, Antxoka

Communication and HIV/AIDS Working Group

On the Pulse of the Information Trend: Physicians’ Perception, Attitudes and Behavior in the Context of their Contact with Internet Patients - Jaeger, Simone
Communication Policy and Technology Section

Bridging the privacy paradox between awareness and behaviour: a survey inquiring in users self-reported and actual practices of Facebook applications - Heyman, Rob & Coppens, Paulien & Pierson, Jo

Aaron Swartz: a Different Kind of Hero - Martini, Michelle

Opening the black box of communication policy-making: Analysing policy change through the lenses of networks and discourse - Pohle, Julia

Crisis Communication Working Group

Pluralization through Digitalization? Contemporary changes in the development of transnational crisis photography - Godulla, Alexander

Digital Divide Working Group

The ethnical digital divide: internet access among indigenous peoples in Brazil - Costa, Isis & Paulino, Fernando

Emerging Scholars Network

Buying music and/or illegal music file-sharing: an exploration of user motivations - Coppens, Paulien & Pierson, Jo

Challenging the Nature of the Public Relations: Investigating the Economic Side of the PR Industry - Fedorova, Maria & Bashir, Manaf

Popular culture spared by the crisis? The Camargue bull race and its mediations - Marchis-Mouren, Laure

A Seeping Commodification. The Long Revolution in the Proliferation of Communication Commodities - Prodnik, Jernej

Social Control of Drug Addiction. Drug Discourses in Mediation, Rehabilitation and Local Youth Drug Addicts - Sing, Tsen

PR, positioning & a carbon tax: applying a new conceptual framework to the analysis of polarised political positions - Wise, Deborah

An Author-level Analysis of Media and Communication Academic Community in Mainland China: A New Perspective from Social Network Theory - Xu, Yu

Ethics of Communication and Ethics of Society Working Group


Ethical standards in the online versions of daily newspapers from the Basque Country - Zalbidea, Begoña & Pérez, Juan Carlos & Urrutia, Santiago
History Section

After the Crisis: Dictatorships Revisited - Araujo, Denize

The telegraph and the Brazilian press - Matheus, Leticia

Conceptual Precedents for Contemporary Understandings of New Media - Mitchell, Kevin

Islam and Media Working Group

Diversity Crisis in the Egyptian Media The Case of the Constitution between Islamic and Civil Political Parties - Osman, Azza

Journalism Research and Education Section

Children and adolescents in conflict with the law and its representation in the series of reports "Crime, Punishment and Recovery", from TV Brazil - Assis Lima, Marcus A & Moreira Mota, Flavia

Teaching Journalism in the Age of Social Media - Barnes, Corinne


Mapping integrated journalism in European universities - da Rocha, Irene & Alsius, Salvador

Mentoring in journalism: its importance, its challenges and its outlook - Fulton, Janet

Spheres of Sociability in the Formation of Ethics and Professional Culture in Brazilian Journalism Students - Furtado Avanza, Márcia & Bachega, Eliza

An empirical study of editorial homogeneity in a context of concentrated media ownership in Chile - Gronemeyer, Maria Elena

Reorganizing the local. New alternative media as a chance for qualitative journalism on a local level - Harnischmacher, Michael & Arnold, Klaus

From public to private sphere? Changes in the professional orientations of Nordic journalism students 2005-12 - Hovden, Jan & Ottosen, Rune

Freedom of expression and Press Freedom: Journalists’ concepts and practices in Pakistan - Jamil, Sadia

Data Journalism in the United Kingdom: a typology and analysis - Knight, Megan Anne

The reader of magazines in digital environment: The journalist Eliane Brum column on education in the Brazilian Revista Época - Martínez, Mónica
When a journalist decides to be become a PR: an analysis of the university role’ programs and internships to the careers choices of Brazilian journalism students - Pereira, Fabio & Sandes, Raphael & Antunes Travassos, Patrícia & Oliveira, Nayanne

Creative destruction and crossmedial storytelling - Prinzing, Marlis & Breidenich, Cristof & Oehler, Michael

The Communication Order: Interdictions under the Politically Correct Principle - Rodrigues Gomes, Mayra

What is the Meaning of a News Link? - Ryfe, David & Mensing, Donica

Innovations on online journalism: discussing business design models - Saad Correa, Elizabeth

Journalism Education & BRICS: Issues and Challenges for Comparative Assessment - Sanjay, Barthur

Verification as a battle for professional survival: analyzing journalists' discourse on a core aspect of identity in a time of crisis - Shapiro, Ivor & Brin, Colette & Marshall, Lee & Spoel, Philippa

Exploring Internet-native News Outlets (Pure Play): Braided Journalism and Rue89 - Zhao, Ruhan

Law Section

Social Media, freedom of expression and personality rights jurisprudence analyzed by the Brazilian Superior Court of Justice (STJ) - Barbosa, Silvio Henrique Vieira & Cunha e Cruz, Marco Aurélio

Law-making in crisis – dealers and their advocates - Cavallin, Jens

Terms & Conditions in SNS: Resistance is futile, you shall comply - Wauters, Ellen & Liewens, Eva & Valcke, Peggy

Media Education Research Section

Radio Gazeta AM acting as a trainer of social media professionals in poor communities (favelas) in São Paulo City - Barbosa, Silvio Henrique Vieira & Vaz Filho, Sersgio Serico & Pinheiro da Silva, Sergio

Public Service Media Policies Working Group

¿Cómo producir programación radiofónica en sociedades interculturales? - Martell, Lenin
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